We present the results of a new large-scale intermediate-coupling frame transformation R-matrix scattering calculation for electron collisional excitation of Fe ix. The target includes all the main configurations up to n = 5, to improve our earlier R-matrix and distorted-wave (DW) calculations for the n = 3, 4 levels. Unlike similar calculations which we carried out for the other coronal iron ions, in this case the larger target does not significantly affect the collision strengths of the strongest transitions to the n = 3, 4 levels. Some differences are however present for a few transitions, in particular for the 3d-4p line at 197.86 Å. For the weaker transitions, significant enhancements due to extra resonances resulting from this much bigger target are found. Several new line identifications are suggested. We find excellent agreement between predicted and observed line intensities in the EUV (Hinode EIS) showing that Fe ix lines provide a reliable temperature diagnostic. We also show that the visible forbidden lines are a good diagnostic to measure electron densities.
Introduction
Fe ix produces several strong EUV transitions important for solar physics applications. The main resonance line from the 3s 2 3p 5 3d configuration is the strongest coronal EUV line in the quiet Sun, at 171 Å. A few EUV transitions from the 3s 2 3p 4 3d 2 and 3s 2 3p 5 4p configurations were recently identified by Young (2009) using data from the Hinode EUV Imaging Spectrometer (EIS, see Culhane et al. 2007 ), although several of them appear to be blended (Del Zanna 2012b , 2013 . Decays from the other n = 4 and the n = 5 configurations fall in the soft X-ray wavelength range (50-170 Å) . The soft X-ray spectrum of the quiet and active Sun is rich in n = 4 → n = 3 transitions from highly ionised iron ions, from Fe vii to Fe xvi (see, e.g. Fawcett et al. 1968) . Atomic data currently available for this spectral range is still lacking and a large number of spectral lines still await firm identification.
Within the APAP network (www.apap-network.org), we are carrying out a long-term project to calculate accurate atomic data for the soft X-rays. The main problems related to calculating accurate atomic data for the n = 4 levels are discussed in Del , where new large-scale intermediate-coupling frame transformation (ICFT) R-matrix atomic calculations for Fe x are presented. Similar work on Fe xi, Fe xii, and Fe xiii has been presented in Del Zanna & Storey (2013a); Del Zanna et al. (2012a); Del Zanna & Storey (2013b) . These new large-scale scattering calculations have shown, for Fe x, Fe xi, and Fe xii, that cascading and resonance excitation due to the larger targets can affect both high-and low-energy levels, by changing the populations (hence the line intensities) by typically 30-40%.
⋆ The full dataset (energies, transition probabilities and rates) are available in electronic form at our APAP website (www.apapnetwork.org) There is now interest in various communities in estimates on the accuracy of atomic data (see, e.g. Guennou et al. (2013) ). There are clearly various approaches, but carrying out a largescale calculation and comparing the resulted line intensities with those obtained from smaller targets, as we normally do, provides an indication on the uncertainty in the line intensities. Another indication on the accuracy of the atomic data comes from direct comparisons between predicted and observed line intensities. We have carried out this benchmarking process on an ionby-ion basis for most of the iron ions (see the first paper in the series, Del Zanna et al. 2004) , however some comparisons are also included here.
Our previous (jajom+ term coupling) R-matrix scattering calculation for Fe ix (Storey et al. 2002) focused on the main n = 3 levels, but also included the 3s 2 3p 5 4s and 3s 2 3p 5 4p configurations. Later, we also presented distorted wave (DW) scattering calculations which included up to n = 6 levels (O'Dwyer et al. 2012) . These data have been made available via CHIANTI v.7.1 (Landi et al. 2013) . A comparison between the DW and the R-matrix results showed that a significant enhancement due to resonances is present in the collision strengths to the 3s 2 3p 5 4s levels. The 3s 2 3p 5 4p levels were the highest in the previous R-matrix scattering target for Fe ix, hence we could not assess if resonances also affected these levels.
The Storey et al. (2002) and O'Dwyer et al. (2012) atomic data for Fe ix have been benchmarked against EUV and X-ray observations in Del Zanna (2009a); Young (2009); Del Zanna (2012b) ; O'Dwyer et al. (2012); Del Zanna (2012a , 2013 . Good overall agreement was found, suggesting that these atomic data are reasonably accurate. However, problems in the calibration of soft X-ray spectra (Del Zanna 2012a) and the EUV ones of Hinode EIS (Del Zanna 2013) have been found, hence some previous comparisons are in need of revision.
Based on the above-mentioned theoretical results, and the uncertainty in the previous benchmarks, we therefore carry out an R-matrix scattering calculation for Fe ix which improves on our previous R-matrix calculations for the n = 3 and the 3s 2 3p 5 4l (l=s,p), by adding the 3s 2 3p 5 4l (l=d,f) levels, as well as the main n = 5 configurations.
The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we outline the methods we adopted for the scattering calculations. In Sect. 3 we present our results and in Sect. 4 we reach our conclusions.
Methods
The atomic structure calculations were carried out using the autostructure program (Badnell 2011) , which originated from the superstructure program (Eissner et al. 1974) , and which constructs target wavefunctions using radial wavefunctions calculated in a scaled Thomas-Fermi-Dirac statistical model potential with a set of scaling parameters. The program also provides radiative rates and infinite energy Born limits. These limits are particularly important from two aspects. First, they allow a consistency check of the collision strengths in the scaled Burgess & Tully (1992) domain (see also Burgess et al. 1997) . Second, they are used in the interpolation of the collision strengths at high energies.
The R-matrix method used in the scattering calculation is described in Hummer et al. (1993) and Berrington et al. (1995) . Dipole-allowed transitions were topped-up to infinite partial wave using an intermediate coupling version of the CoulombBethe method as described by Burgess (1974) while non-dipole allowed transitions were topped-up assuming that the collision strengths form a geometric progression in J (see Badnell & Griffin 2001) .
The collision strengths were extended to high energies by interpolation using the appropriate high-energy limits in the Burgess & Tully (1992) scaled domain. The high-energy limits were calculated with autostructure for both optically-allowed (see Burgess et al. 1997 ) and non-dipole allowed transitions (see Chidichimo et al. 2003) .
We have also carried out Breit-Pauli distorted wave calculations using the recent development of the autostructure code, described in detail in Badnell (2011) .
The temperature-dependent effective collisions strength Υ(i − j) were calculated by assuming a Maxwellian electron distribution and linear integration with the final energy of the colliding electron.
Results

The target
For our configuration basis set we chose the complete set of 54 configurations shown in Fig. 1 and listed in Table 1 . They give rise to 1921 LS terms and 4631 fine-structure levels. The scaling parameters λ nl for the potentials in which the orbital functions are calculated are also given in Table 1 . The 865 fine-structure levels arising from the (energetically) lowest 358 LS terms were retained for the scattering calculation. They include all the spectroscopically important n = 4, 5 levels. We note that the excitations to the last few levels may not be very accurate due to the lack of configuration interaction with absent higher configurations. We have performed both an ICFT R-matrix and a DW calculation using the same basis. They are both large-scale calculations. For example, the target of the previous R-matrix calculations (Storey et al. 2002) included only 64 LS terms from the (energetically) lowest six configurations. Table 2 presents a selection of fine-structure target level energies E t , compared to experimental energies E exp . A set of 'best' energies E b was obtained with a quadratic fit between the E exp and E t values. For the observed levels, most E b values were within 0.02 Ryd of the E exp ones. The E b values were used (together with the E exp ones whenever available) within the Rmatrix calculation to obtain an accurate position for the resonance thresholds. The resonances in the transitions to the n = 4 levels are close to thresholds, therefore it is important to position them as accurately as possible. We have compared the oscillator strengths of the dipoleallowed transitions with those of the previous R-matrix calculations (Storey et al. 2002) . The overview is shown in Fig. 2 . Good agreement (to within ±30%) is found for transitions within the n = 3 complex (black boxes in the figure). Significant disagreements (over 100% in some cases) are found for the transitions to the n = 4 levels (red stars in the figure). The main differences, considering only the lines with the strongest oscillator strengths, occur for transitions from several levels which have the highest energies in the previous target, within the 3s 2 3p 4 3d 2 and 3s 2 3p 5 4p configurations. We note that the previous target was optimized for the n = 3 levels and not the n = 4 ones, so it is not surprising to see such large discrepancies.
Of these transitions, only one is of relevance to astrophysical plasmas, since it is the only one with significant intensity. It involves the highest level in the previous target (Storey et al. 2002) , the 13-148 3s 2 3p 5 3d 1 P 1 o -3s 2 3p 5 4p 1 S 0 transition. Note that the upper level is mainly populated via a direct excitation from the ground state, then decays with this dipoleallowed transition to the lower 3s 2 3p 5 3d 1 P 1 level, which, interestingly, then decays to the ground state 3s 2 3p 6 1 S 0 giving rise to the resonance transition at 171 Å. The gf value for the 13-148 transition in length form is 0.19, while in velocity form is 0.10. With our previous target (Storey et al. 2002) , the gf value for the same transition was 0.38 (in length; 0.14 in velocity form), i.e. almost a factor of two higher. This difference is mainly due to interaction effects among the n = 4 configurations, not taken into account in our previous target. We also note that the differences in the targets not only affect the branching ratios of the decays from the the 3s 2 3p 5 4p 1 S 0 level, but also the population of this level, as discussed below.
Similar discrepancies in the A values for the decays from the 4p 1 S 0 level were also noted by , who carried out a series of structure calculations. Their most extended target, FAC 7, is somewhat different to our present one, but produces A values in close agreement with ours, as shown in Table 3. The same Table shows 2 3p 3 3d 3 , which is important for configuration interaction.
The scattering calculation
The expansion of each scattered electron partial wave was done over a large basis of 35 functions within the R-matrix boundary and the partial wave expansion extended to a maximum total orbital angular momentum quantum number of L = 16. This produced accurate collision strengths up to 70 Ryd. Oscillator strengths compared to those of the (Storey et al. 2002) target. Boxes: to n = 3 levels. Stars: to n = 4 levels. Dashed lines indicate ±30% differences.
The outer region calculation includes exchange up to a total angular momentum quantum number J = 25/2. We have supplemented the exchange contributions with a non-exchange calculation extending from J = 27/2 to J = 73/2. The outer region exchange calculation was performed in a number of stages. The resonance region itself was calculated with an increasing number of energies, as was done for the Iron Project Fe xi calculation ). The number of energy points was increased from 800 up to 7200 (equivalent to a uniform step length of 0.00205 Ryd). A coarse energy mesh (0.57 Ryd) was chosen above all resonances, up to 70 Ryd.
We inspected all the collision strengths and their thermal averages from the ground configuration in the Burgess & Tully (1992) scaled domain. Excellent agreement between the background R-matrix and the DW collision strengths is found in all cases, as expected. Very good agreement is also found for all the strongest transitions included in the previous R-matrix calculations (Storey et al. 2002) , with the exception of the 13-148 3s 2 3p 5 3d 1 P 1 -3s 2 3p 5 4p 1 S 0 transition. This discrepancy was expected, considering the large differences in the gf values that we have discussed previously. Fig. 3 . Thermally-averaged collision strengths Υ (Storey et al. 2002 vs. the present ones) for transitions from the lowest 12 levels. Boxes: to n = 3 levels. Stars: to n = 4 levels. Dashed lines indicate ±30% differences. We calculated the thermally-averaged (effective) collision strengths, Υ, and compared them with the previous R-matrix results (Storey et al. 2002) . Fig. 3 shows a comparison at log T e [K]=5.85, the temperature of peak ion abundance in ionization equilibrium, for all transitions from the lowest 12 levels. Most of these are metastable levels, hence these collisions are important in populating the higher levels. As expected, there is an overall scatter for the weaker transitions, and a marked tendency toward increased collision strengths in the present calculation, due to the extra resonances within this much larger target. If only the transitions to the n = 3 levels are considered, we see very good agreement (within ±30%) for all the stronger transitions, indicating that the extra resonances due to the n = 4, 5 levels are important only for the weaker transitions. One example is shown in Fig. 4 , where we compare the effective collision strengths of the two R-matrix calculations, together with the DW results.
Very good agreement between the two R-matrix results is present, while the DW result is much lower, because is lacking the resonance enhancement. The following Figures (5,6,7 , and 8) show similar comparisons, for a sample of transitions that are of particular importance for populating levels which produce observable lines, as discussed below. We used the autostructure code to calculate all the transition probabilities among all the levels, for the dipole-allowed and forbidden transitions, up to third order multipoles. The experimental energies E exp , and the best energies E b were used when calculating the radiative rates. This is important especially for the forbidden transitions.
Line intensities
We then built two ion population models. The first one contained all the R-matrix excitation rates (865 fine-structure levels). The second one added excitation rates to all the extra levels that were part of the CI expansion shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1 . The collision strengths to these extra levels were calculated with the DW approximation. We then solved for the level population and compared the line intensities of the two models. This was done to see if the extra configurations had any significant effect (via cascading) to the lower levels included in the CC expansion. We found no significant differences, as expected given that the extra configurations have very small collision strengths, hence have very low populations.
The relative intensities calculated with the first model, i.e. with the R-matrix excitation rates and the full set of radiative rates are shown in the third column of There is overall good agreement between the three models, with most differences of the order of 10% or so. However, a few differences with the Storey et al. (2002) model are worth commenting. To establish the reasons for the differences, we have looked at which processes populate the upper levels.
The increased intensity of the decay from the 3s 2 3p 5 3d 3 F 2 level (no. 7) is mainly due to an increased A-value in the present calculation (1.9 instead of 1.3, see Table 3 ). We note that this level is mainly populated by cascading from higher levels. The increased intensity of the decay from the 3s 2 3p 5 3d 3 D 1 level (no. 10) is partly due to increased excitation from the ground state (see Fig. 5 ), partly from increased cascading. We note, in fact, that almost half of the population of level 10 is due to cascading from higher levels. We also note that the DW approximation significantly underestimates the collision strength to the 3s 2 3p 5 3d 3 D 1 level.
The slightly increased intensities of the decays from the 3s 2 3p 5 4s levels is mainly due to extra cascading in the larger target, which was already accounted for in our previous model (which included the DW excitation rates of O'Dwyer et al. (2012)), and not due to significant changes in the collision strengths to these levels. This is because the main reso-nances for these levels are due to the 3s 2 3p 5 4p levels, which were included in the previous R-matrix calculation.
The intensity of the decay from the 3s 2 3p 5 4d 1 P 1 level (207) is increased, compared to the previous DW model of O'Dwyer et al. (2012). The population of this level is partly (30%) due to cascading from the 3s 2 3p 5 5p 1 S 0 level, and mostly (60%) by direct excitation from the ground state, which is significantly increased with the present R-matrix calculation, as shown in Fig. 6 . The increase is due to the effect of the resonances.
Temperature diagnostics
The main decay form the 3s 2 3p 5 4p 1 S 0 level was identified by Young (2009) with an Hinode EIS line at 197.862 Å and our previous R-matrix calculations (Storey et al. 2002) . As shown in Young (2009) , the ratio of this line with the resonance line (171 Å) is in principle a good temperature diagnostic for Hinode EIS (although there is some density sensitivity). The predicted intensity of the 197.862 Å line, with the present model, is significantly (50%) lower.
The differences in the 13-148 3s 2 3p 5 3d 1 P 1 -3s 2 3p 5 4p 1 S 0 transition are due to the differences in the gf value for this transition (discussed previously) and the collision strength to the 3s 2 3p 5 4p 1 S 0 from the ground state, as shown in Fig. 8 . It is interesting then to reassess the comparison with Hinode EIS observations. There are, however, further complications. One is that the resonance line is barely visible, since the EIS sensitivity at 171 Å is about three orders of magnitude lower than at the peak (that is around 195 Å). Another one is that the EIS ground calibration was found to be in need of significant revisions. A new radiometric calibration was obtained by Del Zanna (2013). This calibration is very uncertain near the resonance line, however excellent agreement between predicted and observed intensities is found, as shown in Fig. 9 . This figure shows the 'emissivity ratio' curves
for each line as a function of the electron temperature T e . I ob is the observed intensity of the line, N j (N e , T e ) is the population of the upper level j relative to the total number density of the ion, calculated at a fixed density N e =10 9 cm −3 , A ji is the spontaneous radiative transition probability, and C is a scaling constant chosen so the emissivity ratio is near unity. If agreement between experimental and theoretical intensities is present, all lines should be closely spaced. If the plasma is nearly isothermal, all curves should cross at the isothermal temperature.
The observed intensities refer to an observation of an active region loop leg near a sunspot, where the overlying (weak) coronal emission was subtracted, leaving a very clean lowtemperature spectrum (Del Zanna 2009a) with strong Fe ix lines. Some of the Fe ix lines are in fact normally blended with highertemperature lines (see, e.g. Del Zanna 2013). Fig. 9 shows that there is better agreement between observed and predicted intensities using the new atomic data, providing a temperature of about log T [K]=5.6, close to the temperature obtained from emission measure modelling (Del Zanna 2009b). The scaling constant for the two plots in Fig. 9 is the same, 4.5×10 11 , and indeed the emissivity ratio curve for the resonance transition (No. 1, at 171 Å) is basically the same. This is because the collision strengths of the two calculations are very similar, as shown in Fig. 7 . The emissivity Table 3 ) and collision strength from the ground state (see Fig. 8 Table 3 ). The same occurs for the 191.22 Å line (No. 5 in the figure).
Line identifications
The good agreement in the line intensity of the 13-148 transition suggests that the Young (2009) identification is correct. This level decays to the 3s 2 3p 5 4s 1 P 1 , 3 P 1 with two UV lines that should be observable. The energy of the 4p 1 S 0 level is known, once the 13-148 transition is identified. The energies of the 4s 1 P 1 , 3 P 1 levels are also known, because the decays to the ground state are observed, as two strong X-ray lines, at 103.564 and 105.209 Å (Behring et al. 1972 ). These two solar X-ray wavelengths are very close to those measured in the laboratory (Kruger et al. 1937; Fawcett et al. 1972) , and should have an accuracy better than 10 mÅ.
Using the X-ray wavelengths and the Hinode EIS wavelength for the 13-148 transition measured by Young ( 10 . The emissivity ratio curves for a quiet Sun Hinode/EIS and SOHO/SUMER observation described by , using the previous (Storey et al. 2002, above) and present (below) atomic data.
As we have discovered in the other coronal irons, the coreexcited transition 3s 2 3p 6 1 S 0 -3s 3p 6 4s 1 S 0 is relatively strong, and the upper level decays via a strong dipole-allowed transition (3s 2 3p 5 3d 1 P 1 -3s 3p 6 4s 1 S 0 , 13-256). The same type of transitions for Fe x, Fe xi, Fe xii, and Fe xiii have all been identified in Del Zanna (2012a). The differences between the target and observed wavelengths for the transitions from the n = 4 levels are about 5-6 Å, as shown in Table 4 . We can therefore predict that this spectral line should fall around 146-147 Å. To identify this line, we have considered the high-resolution spectrum of Behring et al. (1972) , but also that of Malinovsky & Heroux (1973) , which we have scanned and recalibrated in Del Zanna (2012a).
There are several potential candidate lines in that spectral region, however most of them are due to Ni x transitions. Behring et al. (1972) lists a strong line at 146.937 Å, which could be the 13-256 Fe ix transition. However, this line is weak in the Malinovsky & Heroux (1973) spectrum. Behring et al. (1972) also lists a line at 147.274 Å, which they identify with the 2s 2 2p 5 2 P 1/2 -2s 2p 6 2 S 1/2 of Ca xii. Behring et al. (1972) identified the 141.032 Å with the 2s 2 2p 5 2 P 3/2 -2s 2p 6 2 S 1/2 of Ca xii. The theoretical branching ratio of these two Ca xii lines is 0.4, while the 147.274 Å line has about the same intensity as the 141.032 Å line. Therefore, only a fraction of the 147.274 Å line can at most be due to Ca xii, assuming that the stronger 141.032 Å line is all due to Ca xii, something that is dubious. In fact, Ca xii is formed around 3 MK, and the 141.032 Å line is expected to be very weak during moderate solar activity, as in the Malinovsky & Heroux (1973) spectrum. We therefore identify the Fe ix 3s 2 3p 5 3d 1 P 1 -3s 3p 6 4s 1 S 0 (13-256) transition with the 147.274 Å line, since it has about the predicted intensity and wavelength. Fig. 11 . The emissivity ratio curves relative to a few newly identified lines in the Hinode EIS spectra (as in Fig. 9 ).
According to our ion model, several transitions from the 3s 
Electron density diagnostics
There are several excellent line ratios in Fe ix that can be used to measure electron densities. The best is the ratio of the strong and nearby lines at 241.7 and 244.9 Å. This ratio, as well as the ratios involving the 217. Å line, were discussed in Storey et al. (2002) and are not further considered here.
We would instead like to point out here the usefulness of the visible forbidden lines to measure electron densities. Fe ix produces several strong forbidden lines, which, after several attempts, were finally identified by Edlen & Smitt (1978) . Earlier literature estimated the intensities of these lines, and found several large inconsistencies (up to factors of two) with the observed values (see, e.g. Haug 1979) . It is therefore interesting to revisit this issue with the present data. We consider one of the very few observations of these lines, a ground-based one obtained in 1965 May 30 during a total solar eclipse by Jefferies et al. (1971) . We selected the calibrated intensities of the lines observed close to the solar limb above a so-called coronal condensation, and plot in Fig. 12 the emissivity ratio curves for all the measured lines.
We can see that the curves for the 3800.8 and 4585.3 Å lines (No. 1 and 4 in the plot) are very close, hence there is very good agreement between predicted and observed intensities for these lines, which form a branching ratio. The curve for the 4359.4 Å line, which was incorrectly identified as due to Ni xiii by Jefferies et al. (1971) , intersects the previous two lines around 10 8 cm −3 , while the 3642.7 Å would provide a higher electron density, around 10 8.8 cm −3 . The 3642.7 and 4359.4 Å lines also form a branching ratio, which we expect to be quite accurate. Therefore, either the observed intensity of the 3642.7 Å line was overestimated, or the intensity of the 4359.4 Å line underestimated by about 40%. In any case, all the intensities are, within ±20%, in agreement.
We thought at first that a density of 10 8 cm −3 was perhaps too low, being closer to a quiet Sun rather than a coronal condensation (which is normally associated with active regions), so we revisited other density diagnostics from the same observation. The only other reliable density diagnostics at similar temperatures is given by the forbidden lines of Fe x. Our earlier R-matrix calculations showed significant discrepancies with observations (Del Zanna et al. 2004) , as Fig. 13 (top  plot) shows. However, our recent large-scale R-matrix calculations for Fe x (Del Zanna et al. 2012b) show quite a different picture. As Fig. 13 (bottom plot) 
Summary and conclusions
In many respects, the present large-scale calculations have produced results similar to those of the other coronal iron ions that we have carried out. For most of the strongest lines, agreement within a few percent in the line intensities calculated at peak ion abundance in equilibrium is found. This confirms the accuracy of the calculations for strong transitions.
The collision strengths to the n = 3 levels are not significantly different compared to our previous calculation. This means that the present large-scale target is not necessary, if one is only interested in n = 3 transitions.
Notable enhancements in the weaker transitions are however present, due to the extra resonances in the larger target. Compared to the previous ion model, which included R-matrix (Storey et al. 2002) and DW (O'Dwyer et al. 2012) calculations, significant increases are only found for transitions to the 4d levels, because of the resonance enhancement, compared to the DW calculations. Resonance excitation to the 4s levels is also important, but was already included in our previous R-matrix calculations.
As for the other coronal iron ions, we have found that transitions from levels populated via a core-excited transition are quite strong, and provided a new identification for Fe ix as a soft X-ray line at 147.274 Å.
The predicted intensities of some among the strongest Fe ix EUV lines, observed by Hinode EIS, are now in much better agreement with observations, providing a reliable way to measure electron temperatures for the solar corona. We have provided a few further identifications (some will need to be confirmed with laboratory spectroscopy) of lines observed by Hinode EIS. Some identifications, in particular those of the lines observed by SUMER, need further investigation.
Fe ix lines can also be reliably used to measure electron densities. Very good diagnostics are provided by EUV and visible lines.
